
CARE AND MAINTENANCE

FOSSIL Graphics are protected with our exclusive finish and are easy to clean. The surface is so
smooth and inert that an annual soap & water washing should be all that is needed to keep graphics
looking clean and bright.

CLEANING FOSSIL PANELS

Pre-Clean:  Before using any chemical it’s always best to pre-clean the panel to remove any surface
particles that may become abrasive when wiping the surface.

Mild Cleaning Agents:  Many staining agents can be simply wiped from the surface using a wet
cloth.  For a more thorough cleaning, to disinfect or to remove stains and graffitti, we have found the
following to be good solutions:  Bleach;  Clorox All Purpose Cleaner;  Fantastic;  Plastix Cleaner;
Simple Green;  Soap & Water;  WD-40;  Windex.  Be sure to follow the manufacturers suggestions.

Tough stains on FOSSIL Exterior Graphics:  Some staining agents, especially those with grease
bases paint or ink, will require the use of a solvent for removal.  Suggested cleaning agents only for
FOSSIL “Exterior” Graphics are:  3M Citrus Adhesive Remover;  Goof Off Graffiti Remover;  Goof Off
Pro Strength;  Lacquer Thinner;  MEK (Methyl-Eethyl-Ketone);  Turpentine.  Use of other solvents
should be tested on a small, non-conspicuous area first.  Use a soft cloth and follow cleaning agents
procedure with a detergent rinse and a water rinse.  If you are not satisfied with the result of the
cleaning, repeat the procedure until the stain is removed.  Do not leave the cleaning agent on for
more than a minute.

MAINTENANCE
ACG™ - Aluminum Composite Graphic™ do not require annual maintenance.  To keep the sides of
your CHPL panel looking black and to protect the edges from chafing, apply a liquid sealant such as
Nu Finish (www.nufinish.com) polymer auto wax or Thompson's Waterproofing Wood Protector® to
the sides of your panel on an annual basis.

SURFACE REPAIR
Minor blemishes, nicks and light scratches can be concealed using a polymer based surface
treatment such as Meguiar's® PlastX™ Clear Plastic Cleaner & Polish.
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